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Age-related Macular Degeneration: Evidence and Practice
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Abstract:

Age-related macular degeneration (AMD) is fast becoming a public health problem all over the world. AMD

can be of two types: Wet AMD and dry AMD. Wet AMD is a result of choroidal neovascularisation beneath the

retina with resultant exudation, haemorrhages and finally scarring. Dry AMD is characterised by retinal pigment

epithelium atrophy and also retinal atrophy. Apart from age, environmental, metabolic and genetic factors also play

role in this disease.  Continued research over last two decades on pathogenesis of AMD helped to develop appropriate

therapeutic targets. With various landmark clinical trials conducted in last two decades, antivascular endothelial

growth factor (anti-VEGF) drugs have emerged as the most effective treatment in wet AMD. The management of

dry AMD is a challenge for care-givers worldwide due to the lack of effective therapies. The current strategy may be

outlined as follows: Lifestyle modification, anti-oxidant supplementation, supportive measures. These measures have

been proved to be effective in improving the quality of life of AMD patients.
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Introduction:

Age-ralated macular degeneration (AMD) is fast

becoming a public health problem all over the world. AMD

is a disorder of the macula. It causes progressive loss of

central vision. AMD is the commonest cause of blindness

in elderly people in the Western world. Among Asian

population prevalence was found to be 5.1% and 0.5% for

early and late AMD respectively1.

AMD can be of two types: Wet AMD (10%) and

dry AMD (90%). Wet AMD is the result of choroidal

neovascularisation (CNV) beneath the retina with resultant

exudation, haemorrhages and finally scarring. Dry AMD is

characterised by retinal pigment epithelium (RPE) atrophy

and also retinal atrophy. Dry AMD is also known as

geographic atrophy (GA). Neovascular or wet AMD is a
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much more important cause of vision loss (75%) than dry

AMD (25%)2.

Age is the most important risk factor for AMD. The

prevalence of AMD rises from approximately 0% at 50

years to 2% at 70 years. By 80 years of age 6% of the

population may develop AMD3.

Environmental, metabolic and genetic factors also play

role in this disease.

The second most important risk factor is smoking,

especially for dry AMD (odd’s ratio: 4.5)4. Prevalence is

reported to be higher in white than in non-white people5.

Drusen are a very important sign of AMD. Drusen

are metabolic products that accumulate between retinal

pigment epithelium and Bruch’s membrane. There are two

types of drusen – hard and soft. Hard drusen are smaller

having sharp margins and may be present in normal ageing

eyes also. With hard drusen when associated with RPE

changes and/or soft drusen, the risk of progression is

increased in AMD. Soft drusen are a major risk factor for

progression to the advanced stage in both wet and dry

AMD6.

Oxidative stress is stated to be associated with both

the incidence and progression of AMD7. Anti-oxidants could

prevent the progression of intermediate and late forms of

the disease in AREDS study5.  Chronic inflammatory

condition with activation of the immune system has also

been proposed to play an important role8. Genetic

susceptibility has also been observed in AMD9.

Wet AMD leads to severe vision loss and is the third

major cause of blindness worldwide10.  Dry AMD, the more

common variant of AMD, has a better prognosis than wet

AMD11. GA tends to enlarge over time, typically sparing

the fovea until very late. Significant visual loss occurs at the

rate of 8% per year among dry AMD patients12.

Management of Wet AMD:

In various landmark clinical trials conducted in last

two decades, it is seen that antivascular endothelial growth

factor (anti-VEGF) drugs have emerged as the most

effective treatment in wet AMD.

CNV situated outside fovea can be treated with laser.

However subfoveal or juxtafoveal lesion cannot be treated

with laser due to destruction of adjoining retinal tissue13.

Photodynamic therapy (PDT): Laser with

sensitising dye verteporfin was found to be a safe method

to stabilise vision in wet AMD. TAP study14 was a double-

masked, placebo-controlled trial that assessed safety and

efficacy of 3 monthly PDT in patients with classic subfoveal

CNV. After two years of follow-up the percentage of

patients losing <15 letters was significantly less in PDT group

compared to placebo14. VIP study15 was a randomised,

double-masked, sham-controlled study investigating the

efficacy of PDT in occult CNV. At 2 years, moderate and

severe visual loss was less in PDT compared to placebo15.

However, although better than placebo, 54%   PDT patients

lost 15 letters or more.

Anti-VEGF treatment: Ranibizumab –This drug

was most extensively studied and has got the most robust

evidence in its favour. MARINA study16 was, double-

masked, randomised controlled trial that included patients

with either minimally classic or occult (with no classic lesions)

CNV.  Patients receiving monthly ranibizumab gained a mean

of 6.5 and 7.2 letters whereas those in the sham group lost

10.4 letters. This benefit was maintained at 2 years follow-

up16. Although an exciting gain in vision was observed,

monthly injection schedule was a heavy burden. So Pro Re

Nata (PRN) or as necessary regime was studied in

PrONTO study17. Patients receiving 3 initial monthly dose

were treated on PRN basis. A mean 11.1 letters gain in

best corrected visual acuity (BCVA) was observed with

lesser number of injections (mean 9.9 injections in 2 years)17.

To reduce the number of injection further, treat-and-extend

regimen has been tried to extend the follow-up period.

TREX-AMD study18 did not show any significant difference

in visual gain between the monthly and treat– and– extend

cohorts at month 12. However cost of the drug remains a

major deterrent.

Aflibercept – This drug was compared with

ranibizumab in phase 3 clinical trials in VIEW-1 and VIEW-

2 studies. At 52 weeks (primary endpoint), VIEW-1 study

showed that 95% of aflibercept patients maintained BCVA

that was clinically equivalent to those receiving ranibizumab.

The VIEW-2 study results were almost identical19. Till date

aflibercept is not available in Indian market.

Bevacizumab – This drug is not marketed for intra-
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ocular use. However this has been widely used off label all

over the world to reduce the cost of treatment. This is, in

fact, the maximum used anti-VEGF in wet AMD. In

randomised CATT trial20, relative efficacy and safety of 0.5

mg ranibizumab and 1.25 mg bevacizumab (repackaged in

glass vials) was studied. At 1 year, bevacizumab was not

inferior to ranibizumab20. However in real life scenario safety

is a concern with theoretically increased chance of infection.

Few cluster infection has been reported. In practice, unlike

study situation, multiple doses are drawn from a single vial.

Management of Dry AMD:

The management of dry AMD is a challenge for care-

givers worldwide due to the lack of effective therapies. The

current strategy may be outlined as follows: Lifestyle

modification, anti-oxidant supplementation, supportive

measures.

Lifestyle modification: Smoking  – It has been

demonstrated that smoking may slow down choroidal blood

flow which promotes ischaemia, increases hypoxia and leads

to micro-infarctions. This results in a reduction of macular

pigments and damage of the RPE. Studies have shown that

there is a dose-effect relationship between the number of

years of smoking/pack-years smoked and the risk of

developing dry AMD21.

Alcohol consumption  –  There is some controversy

with regard to the role alcohol plays in the pathogenesis of

AMD. Chong et al22 have reported an increased risk for

early AMD in heavy alcohol consumers (OR: 1.47).

Physical activity – In presence of evidence that

regular exercising reduces both inflammation and endothelial

dysfunction, it can be stated that physical activity has a role

in the reduction of the risk of progression in dry AMD. The

Atherosclerosis Risk in Communities Study23 reported that

in middle-aged people with a waist-hip ratio reduction over

time, the likelihood to develop AMD was less than those

who gained on their waist-hip ratio, particularly in those

who were initially obese.

Dietary modifications – The Alienor Study24

reported a decreased risk for AMD in patients who had a

acids.

Anti-oxidant supplementation – The two most

important and widely cited trials studying the effects of anti-

oxidants in the management of dry AMD are AREDS (Age-

Related Eye Disease Study)25 and AREDS 226. In the

AREDS, the following different anti-oxidants were

administered: Vitamin C (500 mg), vitamin E [400

international units (IU)], beta-carotene (15 mg), zinc (80

mg) and copper (2 mg).

In early AMD (AREDS category 2), only 1.3% of

participants progressed to advanced AMD in 5 years. The

use of the combination of anti-oxidants, vitamins and

minerals did not reduce the progression of early AMD to

the intermediate stage of  AMD, and there was insufficient

power to determine the effects of the combination treatment

on the progression to more advanced AMD. Therefore,

there is no evidence to support the use of these supplements

for patients who have less than intermediate AMD.  Although

zinc alone or anti-oxidants alone reduced progression, the

therapy that resulted in a statistically significant reduction in

both the development of advanced AMD and vision loss

was the combination treatment of anti-oxidants, vitamins

and minerals25.

A meta-analysis of the adverse effects of nutritional

supplementation reported that there is an increased risk of

death from vitamin A, beta-carotene, and vitamin E

supplements (16%, 7%, 4%, respectively), but not from

vitamin C supplements. The decision to take the AREDS

supplement formulation must balance possible risks with

possible benefit27.

In light of these findings the AREDS 2 study was

undertaken to evaluate the effects after the changes in

formulation of anti-oxidants, vitamins and minerals. Three

different formulations were evaluated: One without beta-

carotene (due to an increased risk of lung cancer in smokers

and former smokers), another one with a lower dose of

zinc (25 mg), and the third one with both these conditions.

Lower dose of zinc was chosen because of the risk of

gastro-intestinal and genito-urinary diseases that zinc itself

can induce and because its absorption has been found to

be the same even with lower doses. The results showed
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that the addition of lutein + zeaxanthin, DHA + EPA, or

both to the AREDS formulation had no positive effect on

the progression to advanced AMD. The difference between

low-dose versus high-dose zinc was not statistically

significant, but lutein + zeaxanthin may be a useful carotenoid

substitute in the AREDS formulation in smokers and former

smokers26.

Supportive measures: Low-vision rehabilitation remains

the option of choice when medical or surgical treatments

have failed or are contra-indicated. These measures include

assessment of residual functions and functional vision,

identification of preferred retinal loci and training in their

active use, prescription and training in the use of low-vision

aids, training and educational programmes (orientation and

mobility), and assistance with daily activities and vocational

rehabilitation. These measures may be effective in improving

the quality of life of AMD patients28.

Conclusions:

Continued research over last two decades on

pathogenesis of AMD helped to develop appropriate

therapeutic targets. Newer therapies targeting the

appropriate pathological process have made a sea change

in outcome as well as physician’s attitude towards therapy

of this once incurable disease. Future is ripe to see many

more advances including gene therapy for this emerging

major health problem.
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